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Wildfire Effects

Vegetation & trees

– Primary (heat)

– Secondary (insects)

Soils

Stream & Watershed 

processes – water 

movement in and 

through the soil



Assessing Tree Damage 



Fire Injury

Heat injury to:

Foliage & Buds

Bole/trunk

Roots



Foliage/Buds

Scorched/consumed

Loss of photosynthetic 

ability.

Can the tree survive 

with what remains?



Bole/Trunk

Species & Bark 

thickness

Surface flame length 

(fuels & weather)

Duration of heat

Season of fire



Large/Old Growth Pine
In the absence of fire, 
bark accumulations at 
the base of big old 
trees become their 
“Achilles’ heal” when 
prescribed or wildfire 
moves through a 
stand. 

Trees may survive a 
year to two on stored 
carbohydrate reserves.



(Thies and others 2008)





Based on crown and bole scorch, this tree 

has a 15-20% probability of mortality.



Fire Injury

What is the 

likelihood of these 

trees surviving?



Douglas-fir Survival Guides

(Bevins 1980 – Northern Rockies)



Other factors to consider

Extended droughts

Woody debris at the 

base of trees/root 

damage.

Bark beetle 

populations in the 

area

Pre-fire tree vigor & 

health



Oregon Forest Practice Regulations
If removal/salvaging of 

dead and dying trees 

reduces tree stocking below 

40 (eastside) or 80 (west 

side) sq. ft. of basal area 

per acre, it will trigger a 

reforestation requirement 

on designated forest land.

Contact ODF for specific 

info on post-fire 

reforestation requirements.



To Salvage or Not to Salvage? 

Do you have enough volume 

to harvest?

What are the current 

delivered log prices?

What are the logging costs & 

road conditions?

Can you salvage quickly 

before trees lose significant 

value through defect/decay?

Is a logger available?

Will you need to reforest after 

salvage cutting?



Creating Fire-Resistant Forests



For more info:

http://ir.library.oregonstate.edu/xmlui/handle/1957/19402

http://ir.library.oregonstate.edu/xmlui/handle/1957/19402


Summary
Damage to the 

foliage/buds and to the 

bole are important 

factors in determining 

tree survival.

Other factors include, 

woody debris loading 

around trees, insect 

activity in the general 

area, drought, and other 

factors.


